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FREQUENCY DISPERSION OF THE PROTON ZEEMAN 
SPIN-LATTICE RELAXATION IN THE SMECTIC PHASES OF TBBA 

R. BLINC, M. LUZAR, M. MALI, R. OSREDKAR 
J. SELIGER and M. VILFAN 

J. Stefan Institute, University of Ljubljana, Ljubljana, Yugoslavia 

Resume. - Une methode de cyclage de champs a permis d'etudier la dependance en frequence 
du temps de relaxation spin-reseau (TI) des protons dans les phases smectiques A, C, B, et VII du 
Terephtal-bis-butyl~niline (TBBA). La plage de variation de la frequence de Larmor w~ s'etend de 
0,14 a 90 MHz. En phase srnectique T I  varie comme w2I2 a haute frequence et on devie k basse fre- 
quence ; ceci peut dtre explique par I'existence de fluctuations orientationnelles du type ntmatique 
en smectique A et par le couplage entre les ordres nematique et smectique. 

Abstract. - Using a field cycling technique, the Larmor frequency (VL) dependence of the proton 
Zeeman spin-lattice relaxation time T I  has been measured in the smectic A, smectic C, smectic B 
and smectic VII phases of terephtal-bis-butylaniline (TBBA) between VL = 90 MHz and 
V L  = 0.14 MHz and a significant dispersion has been found. The observed c o i J 2  dispersion law in the 
smectic A phase and the deviations from it at low frequencies can be explained by nematic director 
fluctuations in the smectic A phase and the coupling between nematic and smectic order. 

Whereas the nuclear spin-lattice relaxation mecha- 
nisms in nematic liquid crystals have been the subject of 
many investigations [l-61, very little is known about the 
nature of the spin-lattice relaxation process in smectic 
systems [3]. In this letter we report what we believe to 
be the first extended measurements of the Larmor 
frequency dependence of the proton spin-lattice rela- 
xation time TI in the smectic A, smectic C, smectic 
B,(H) and smectic VII phases [7]. The system investi- 
gated was terephtal-bis-butyIaniline (TBBA). The 
results show that collective order fluctuations domi- 
nate the spin-lattice relaxation process in the smectic A 
phase and produce a characteristic frequency disper- 
sion of TI. 

The measurements were performed in the magnetic 
field range between H = 21.4 kG 

(v, = 2 = 90 MHz 1 
and H = 33 G (v, = 0.14 MHz) using a NMR field 
cycling technique. The sample, which had been pola- 
rized in a strong magnetic field H,, is moved with the 
help of a pneumatic post to a lower field H, where it is 
allowed to relax for a time t. After that the sample is 
moved back to the field H,, and the free induction 
decay signal, following a 900 radiofrequency pulse of 
frequency wo = yHo, is measured as a function of t 
and H. The spin-lattice relaxation time TI is then 
evaluated from 
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FIG. 1. - Larmor fequency dependence of the proton TI in the 
various smectic liquid crystalline phases of an unoriented sample 

of TBBA. 

of the Zeeman proton spin-lattice relaxation time TI 
is evident in all four investigated smectic phases. 
Starting from H = 33 G, TI at first strongly increases 
with increasing H and then gradually levels off. The 
levelling off occurs at  a field which is much higher 
than the local dipolar field. The dispersion thus does 
not represent a transition from the dipolar to the 
Zeeman relaxation rate [8], but rather reflects the 
inherent molecular dynamics of these smectic phases. 

The shape of the TI = T,(H) dispersion curves 

M(t) = Mo(l - H/Ho) exp(- t/T,) + Mo H/Ho . in the smectic A and smectic C phases is quite different 
from that obtained in the smectic B,(H) and VII 
phases. In these last two phases which are interme- 

The obtained results TI = T,(H) are shown in diate [7] between the crystalline state and the two 
figure 1. A significant frequency (w, = yH) dispersion dimensional liquid - like smectic A and smectic C 
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mesophases, the low frequency TI is roughly propor- 
tional to the square of the Larmor frequency, TI oc o:, 
whereas the high frequency T, is nearly frequency 
independent in the saturation region. Whereas the 
dispersion in the smectic B,(H) and VII phases may be 
thus describable as a superposition of two sets of ran- 
dom processes, a fast one (o, T ~ , ~  4 1) and a slow 
one (o, T,,~ S 1) 

representing, for instance, hindered rotations of mole- 
cular groups [9], this is certainly not the case for the 
smectic A and smectic C phases. Here the low fre- 
quency TI is proportional to o b i t h  n z + rather 
than 2, and there is no frequency independent satura- 
tion region at high fields as in the smectic B phase. 
This demonstrates that collective rather thah random 
processes determine T,-. 

As it can bk seen from figure 2, the frequency disper- 
sion of T, in the smectic A phase is in excellent agree- --- 

2 5 TBBA 

1 =18EI0C 2 0 

FIG. 2. - Proton Zeeman spin-lattice relaxation rate in the 
smectic A phase of an unoriented sample of TBBA as a function 
of the inverse square root of the Larmor frequency. The full 
line is the theoretical result according to expression (11) with 

W C I  = o c 2  = 0.19 MHz. 

ment with the nematic order director fluctuation 
(ODF) (( oLI2  )) law [I] in the whole range between 
21.4 kG and 100 G : 

The angular dependence [lo] of T;  at 60 MHz (Fig. 3) 
on an oriented sample as well agrees with the one 
expected for order director fluctuations [lo] and can be 
described by : 

1 
(TC1) = C ---- . f (A) + B 

JK (4) 

FIG. 3.  - Angular dependence of the proton Zeeman spin- 
lattice relaxation rate in the various smectic phases of TBBA 
as obtained on cooling the sample from the nematic phase in a 
high magnetic field. The full line is the theoretical angular 

dependence as obtained from eq. (11) and (4). 
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where 

- TBBA 
0 0 0  

vL=60MHz 

" SmC T=16OoC 

A is the angle between the nematic director No and the 
magnetic field H, and B z 0.2 s-I. The temperature 
dependence of the angular dependence moreover shows 
the constant C in eq. (4) to be nearly temperature 
independent - as expected for an ODF relaxation 
mechanism - whereas the B term is thermally acti- 
vated with an activation energy E, = 0.15 eV. Only 
below 100 G there is a definite deviation from the 
(( w:" )) law (Fig. 2) with TI becoming frequency 
independent as a, + 0. Whereas the frequency disper- 
sion of T, at high fields in the smectic A phase is practi- 
cally identical to the one observed in nematic PAA [5], 
the low frequency deviation from the (( 0;12 )) law has 
not been observed [5] in the nematic phase. 

The similarity of the dispersion in the nematic and 
the smectic phases is surprising in view of the large 
differences between these two mezophases and it 
seemed worthwhile investigating whether smectic fluc- 
tuation mechanisms can explain the observed fre- 
quency dependence of TI. Whereas in the nematic 
phase the splay (K,), twist (K,) and bend (K,) elastic 
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constants are all of the same order of magnitude [3] 
- so that the one elastic constant approximation [I, 41 
K1 = K2 = K, = K can be made - K2 and K3 are 
in the smectic A phase generally [3] much larger than 
K,. In the simplest model of the smectic A phase, pro- 
posed by Oseen [ l l ]  the only allowed deformation is 
the splay and we can in the nematic elastic free energy 
density [3] 

gd," = + K,(div N)' + 4 K2(N rot N)2 + 
++K3(NxrotN)' (5) 

neglect the last two terms. In such a case the only 
allowed director fluctuations N = No + 6N(r, t )  are 
undulations [3] of the smectic layers, where the inter- 
layer distance is kept constant and the long molecular 
axes remain normal to the layers. It can be easily 
shown [lo] that in this case 

if not cut-off frequency is introduced and if the cohe- 
rence length 5, perpendicular to the layers is assumed 
to be constant. If, however this coherence length is 
wave vector dependent [3] 

a logarithmic frequency dependence of T1 is obtain- 
ed [lo, 121 

T; K ln (1 + o~,,,,/co~) (7) 

where only the upper cut-off frequency [lo, 131 was 
taken into account. Both of these models can not 
explain the observed frequency and angular depen- 
dence of TI in the smectic A phase. The cr cot'2 )) law 
is, however, obtained, if all three terms in expression (5) 
are retained. Neglecting for sake of simplicity the cut- 
off frequencies, we find [lo] the spectral density of 
dipole-dipole interactions modulated by director fluc- 
tuations as 

where the Fh(t) are spherical harmonic functions 
describing the angular part of the dipolar interactions 
between a proton pair, and where all other symbols are 
defined in reference [lo]. If, in addition to the nematic 
elastic free energy density, the smectic (g,,) and the 
nematic-smectic interaction terms g, are taken into 
account 13, 141 

1 
g, = (V + iq, 6N) $* - (V - iq, 6N) $ (9c) 2 M  

the mean square director fluctuations [14] become 

where 

and the spectral density Jh(po) - (eq. (8)) - changes 
to : 

Here 

$, is the equilibrium value of the smectic order para- 
meter, q, = 2 n/d measures the distance d between the 
smectic layers, the mass tensor M has been replaced by 
a scalar quantity [14], and in a part of the integral over 
the Brillouin zone the isotropic q approximation was 
used. The frequency dependence of 

is still given by expression (3) as long [14] as o, 9 6/y. 
As soon as o, 4 6/y, TI becomes frequency inde- 
pendent [14] and approaches a constant value. Thus not 
only the cc ~0;'~ >) dispersion law but also the low fre- 
quency deviations from it can be in principle explained 
by nematic director fluctuations in the smectic phase 
and the coupling between nematic and smectic order. 

Brochard [14] estimates that the cross-over between 
the two above cases occurs for 

AT 
w, ;r 10" H z ,  

i. e. between lo9 and 101° Hz. In the present case, Ti 
7 
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was found to follow the cc miJ2 )) law down to below results showing that the observed dispersion law is 
lo6 Hz, where it starts to become frequency indepen- characteristic not only for TBBA but may be a general 
dent. property of the smectic A phase. 

Investigations of other smectic A systems - like A more detailed discussion of the dispersion and 
alkyloxy-benzoic acid-nitro-phenyl ester and certain angular dependence of TI in the low temperature 
lamellar lyotropic systems [I51 - yielded similar smectic phases will be presented elsewhere. 
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